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PDG value, best fit of all indirect EW data 
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MASS PREDICTION

In the Standard Model, at one loop:

mainly due to the non degenerate top/bottom doublet
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AND THE HIGGS ?

but only logarithmic, so
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WHY NOT QUADRATIC ?

Accidental custodial symmetry in the SM scalar sector

Broken in the gauge sector, restored if

Broken in the Yukawa sector

SU(2)L ! SU(2)R " SU(2)L+R

gY ! 0 or gL ! 0

LY ! !dQL"dR + !uQL"̃uR
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“If you are out to describe the truth, 

leave elegance to the tailor.”

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)



A GENERIC 2HDM

Two Higgs doublets with Y=+1

Arbitrarily choose a “Higgs basis”

Use the convenient representation
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CUSTODIAL SYMMETRY

Invariance under the transformation

is sufficient to guarantee

But only                                  is gauged, such that one can still 
freely choose

Phys. Rev. Lett. 98: 251802, 2007. hep-ph/0703051, J.-M. Gérard and M.H.

SU(2)L ! SU(2)R : M1 " ULM1U
†
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CP SYMMETRY

If the CP transformation of the doublets reads

If              then 

If                      then

and      is purely SM-like

CP Violation, G. C. Branco, L. Lavoura and J. P. Silva, Oxford U. Press, 1999  

(CP)!1(t,"r)(CP)† = !!
1(t,!"r)

(CP)!2(t,"r)(CP)† = ei!!!
2(t,!"r).

! = "

! = " ! #

!̂ = 1 ! mH± = mA0

!̂ = 1 ! mH± = mH0

h0



CP SYMMETRY

If the CP transformation of the doublets reads

If              then 

If                      then

and      is purely SM-like
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2 CUSTODIAL CASES
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ALTERNATIVE POV

In terms of invariants, the minimal 2HDM corresponds to a 
subclass of                         , where two equivalent definitions 
of CP can coexist

In the absence of Yukawa couplings, those definitions are 
physically indistinguishable (both       and        have vanishing 
couplings to           )

The two cases considered here can be described without the 
“twisting” formalism, but it enlightens an interplay between 
CP and custodial for this specific model.

H. Haber, private communication, 2007
Thesis, D. O’Neil, arXiv:0908.1363, 2009  

Z6 = Z7 = 0

A0 H0

Z0Z0



YUKAWA COUPLINGS

Due to CP+custodial symmetries, there is already an 
accidental       symmetry in the Higgs basis

One can promote the real rotation from the Higgs to a 
generic basis to be a (softly broken) symmetry of the 
potential

Type I & II can be defined as usual, the SM-like Higgs      has 
purely SM couplings to SM particles

Z2

h0



M2HDM: SUMMARY

A “minimal” two-Higgs-doublet model:

Built naturally by imposing CP/custodial symmetries

Invariant under a        symmetry ➨ Yukawa type I & II

4 free parameters:

How to choose them ?
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“We live on an island surrounded by 

a sea of ignorance. As our island of 

knowledge grows, so does the shore 

of our ignorance.”

John A. Wheeler (1911 - 2008)



TH. CONSTRAINTS

Vacuum stability : 

Unitarity (                     ) and perturbativity (              ) 

m2
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Figure 1: Unitarity and perturbativity constraints in the (mA0 , mT ) plane for the M2HDM. Dotted
red lines are limits for mh0 = 120 GeV, dashed green lines for mh0 = 300 GeV and plain blue lines
for mh0 = 500 GeV. The allowed regions lie between these lines.

3.2 Precision measurement constraints

3.2.1 Electroweak precision parameters

The total contribution of the new scalar states to the T parameter [26] in the context of the

multi-Higgs-doublet model has been computed recently in Ref. [27]. Here, we focus on the

correction !T from the CP conserving potential V CP
10 . Those are well-known in the limit

where all scalar squared masses are larger than m2
Z [17, 28]. If one of the scalar is lighter

than mZ , however, the exact expression obtained in Ref. [29] and reported in Ref. [30] is

more suited.

The results for !T as a function of mH± are shown in Fig. 2. With di"erent values

of (! ! "), where " is the mixing angle between the two CP -even eigenstates in V CP
10 and

fixed values for all other scalar masses, Fig. 2 displays two cases where !T is close to zero:

1. The solution mH± " mA0, independently of the value of (! ! ") and the masses of

the other scalars;

2. A continuum of solutions ranging from mH± " mH0 when !!" = #/2, to mH± " mh0

when ! ! " = 0.

The first possibility corresponds to the usual custodial scenario leading to the potential

(2.8), while the second one corresponds to the “twisted” case with the potential (2.9). In

fact, the two solutions mH± = mh0 and mH± = mH0 in the second case are related through

a #/2 shift in ",i.e., a renaming of h0 and H0. The continuum of solutions between these

two mass degeneracies corresponds to the situation where the neutral state belonging to

the custodial triplet is not a mass eigenstate, but a mixture of h0 and H0.

– 9 –



EW PRECISION S,T,U

The T parameter is naturally free of quadratic contributions
thanks to the custodial symmetry.

The log contribution of an heavy        (> 300 GeV) has to be 
compensated by an O(10%) CS breaking (only 1% expected 
from radiative corrections)

S and U are naturally small, and both slightly favors a light 
pseudoscalar        and an heavy triplet

h0

A0 (H0, H±)



B PHYSICS

In type II,                 favors high charged Higgs masses (>300 
GeV)

                      is not really restrictive but                     strongly 
favors low values: 

The                   mixing forbids extreme           values in both 
type I and II

The           vertex tends to forbid very large                       
splitting

b! s!

B ! D!"! B ! !"!

tan! ! 30

B0 !B0 tan!

Zbb mA0/mH0



MUON ANOMALOUS 
MAGNETIC MOMENT

Even if discrepancies are weaker than in the past, still tends 
to favor the presence of a light pseudoscalar in type II 
models (two-loop effect)

hep-ph/0103223, M. Krawczyk, 2001.

At one-loop, the scalar contribution aH0

µ is positive whereas the pseudoscalar and the

charged Higgs boson give negative contributions. Each contribution reaches its extremum

at small masses and vanishes like m2
µ/m2

S log(m2
S/m2

µ) at large masses. The absolute mag-

nitude of each type of contribution is shown on Fig. 6(a) for tan ! = 1. The total one-loop
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Figure 6: (a) Absolute value of the one-loop contribution to aµ from a neutral scalar H0 (dotted
red), a pseudoscalar A0 (dashed green) and a charged Higgs boson (solid blue), if tan! = 1. The
H0 contribution is positive while the A0, H± are negative. (b) Same for the two-loop contributions
from a neutral scalar H0 (dotted red) and a pseudoscalar A0 (dashed green). At two-loop, the
neutral scalar contribution is negative while the pseudoscalar one is positive. Only the b, " and µ
fermion loops are included.

correction is dominated by the contributions of neutral Higgses for masses above 0.2 GeV.

Solving at the one-loop level the aµ theory/experiment discrepancy in the M2HDM with

a moderate tan! would require a very light (! 10 GeV) scalar H0. The situation changes

when considering the dominant two-loop contributions. The H0 contribution is now neg-

ative whereas the A0 one is positive. The total two-loop contributions can be seen in

Fig. 6(b). By comparing with Fig. 6(a), one finds that these two-loops corrections are

dominant for mS " 10 GeV (they cancel against the one-loop part for mS ! 5 GeV).

Due to the opposite sign of the scalar and pseudoscalar contributions, solving the aµ the-

ory/experiment discrepancy in the M2HDM with a moderate tan! in this region would

require a light pseudoscalar (20 ! mA0 ! 100 GeV). If tan! ! 30, a very good agreement

can even be reached for mA0 ! 20 GeV. A larger tan! value would require a heavier

pseudoscalar and vice versa. In all cases, corrections to aµ clearly di!er when considering

either scalar or pseudoscalar particles. The aµ measurement can thus potentially help to

physically disentangle the usual and twisted custodial scenarios introduced in Section 2.

3.3 Collider constraints

3.3.1 LEP

LEP searches for a SM Higgs boson in the standard decay modes h0 " bb and h0 " "+"!,

have provided an exclusion at a 95% confidence level for a Standard Model Higgs boson

with a mass lower than 114.4 GeV [52]. In the context of models with an extended scalar

sector, h0 may also decay, possibly dominantly, in a pair of lighter Higgs bosons. Since

– 15 –



LEP AND TEVATRON

LEP:                              (SM searches),                                      
(pair production),                              (Yukawa process type II),        
model independent searches: 

Tevatron:                      (if                             , from MSSM 
searches),                                     (model independent searches)                           

mH0 + mA0 ! 180 GeV

mH± > 75 GeV

tan! < 35

mh0 > 114 GeV
mA0 ! 20 GeV

mA0 > 70 GeV
BR(t! H+b) ! 0.2



SUMMARY
(see Eq. (2.16)). The possible values for mT and mA, taking into account direct and

indirect constraints, are summarized in Fig. 8. In this work we restrict ourselves to two

(a) Type I (b) Type II

Figure 8: Summary of all relevant theoretical (green), indirect (red) and direct (blue) constraints
on the type I and type II M2HDM, in the plane [mA,mT ]. Gradient bounds indicate milder
indirect constraints, like constraints associated with the S and aµ parameters, which should not be
considered too strictly. The purple stars indicate the two choices of benchmark points as detailed
in the text.

representative cases, one for each type: “BP1” for the type I and “BP2” for the type II.

For each case, the complete set of relevant parameter values is given in the Tab. 2.

4.2 Event simulation, reconstruction and selection cut definitions

Signal and background events have been simulated using the generic 2HDM model of the

tree-level matrix-element based event generator MadGraph/MadEvent v4.4 [70, 71]. The

parameters of the model have been calculated using the TwoHiggsCalc calculator [70].

The PDF set used is CTEQ6L [72] and the factorisation (µF ) and renormalisation (µR)

scales are evaluated on an event-by-event basis using relation

µ2
F = µ2

R = (M2
max +

!

j

P 2
T ) (4.1)

where Mmax is the larger mass among the final state particles and j runs over the visible

particles.

The showering/hadronisation phase, as well as the decay of unstable SM particles, are

simulated using Pythia 6.4 [73].

In order to take into account the e!ciency of event selection under realistic experi-

mental conditions, the fast detector simulator Delphes [74] has been used. Characteristics
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Type I Type II
tan! < 0.4 tan! < 30
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“The true method of knowledge is 

experiment.”

William Blake (1757-1827)



PRODUCTION & DECAY

Usual production for

Alternatives for

Exotic decays

often dominant 

h0

H0, A0, H±

gg ! bbH0(A0)
gb ! tH!, t! H+b

h0 ! H0H0, H+H!, A0A0

H0 ! Z0A0

H± ! W±A0

bb

!!

cc

WW

ZZ

A0"A0
tt

H0"H0

H#"H$
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JHEP 0908:042,2009, S. de Visscher, J.-M. Gérard, V. Lemaitre, F. Maltoni and M.H.  



PROCESS

Large production cross section 
(type II)

If                          and the taus 
decay leptonically, very clear

Low SM background (ZZ, WWZ 
and ttZ)

Realistic studies have shown 
discovery possibility after 20     

bb! H0 ! ZA0

Final state |!max| Pmin
T (GeV)

e, µ 2.4 5

jets 3 40

b-jets 2.5 40

Table 3: Acceptance of the di!erent final states in the simulated detector.

• A(lni , jm): m jets and n leptons (electrons or muons) are required in the acceptance

region with the isolation corresponding to N cone
tracks ! i.

• CnZ : n Z boson(s) are reconstructed from lepton kinematics. Lepton candidates

fulfilling the acceptance cuts must have the same flavour, opposite charges, and a

PT > 10 GeV to reduce the amount of leptons from B meson semi-leptonic decays.

A Z boson is then reconstructed if the di-lepton invariant mass lays in a 10 GeV

mass window around the Z mass.

• Cb: at least one of the jet passing the acceptance cuts is b-tagged.

• CA(l1, l2): The two leptons l1 and l2 have di!erent flavours and opposite charges,

belong to the same "R < 1.2 cone, and have an invariant mass smaller than 25 GeV.

In the following, we present simple strategies that can lead to promising Signal-over-

Background (S/B) ratios. Our purpose is to illustrate the new possibilities that open up

in the M2HDM and motivate more detailed studies. To this aim detailed information on

the e#ciencies and the visible cross sections are given. The possibility for additional, more

sophisticated, selection methods is also briefly addressed.

4.3 bb ! H0 ! ZA0

In a type II 2HDM (e.g., the MSSM scalar sector), the cross section of bb ! H0 is enhanced

as tan " increases. This process has been shown to o!er a promising discovery channel at

the LHC when the Higgs boson decays into a #+#! pair (e.g., see Ref. [76] and references

therein). For the mass spectrum defined by the benchmark point BP2 of the M2HDM, a

particularly interesting decay mode is H0 ! ZA0 (see Fig. 9).

b

H0

A0

Zb

Figure 9: Feynman diagram for the bb ! H0 ! ZA0 process.
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to its very large cross section (O(nb)), the possibility for jets to produce fake electrons,

and the possible presence of leptons from heavy meson decays. An inclusive sample of

106 events was generated using the matching procedure [78] and no event has passed the

isolation cuts. This background is therefore neglected. However a more detailed study

should be performed with a more realistic detector simulation and event reconstruction.

Besides a pure counting experiment a more exclusive study can also be attempted. The

mass of the two neutral resonances could be measured with an accuracy depending mostly

on the /ET reconstruction quality. In the signal, the main source of missing transverse

energy originates from the ! ’s. If the direction of the /ET is required to lay between the

transverse position of the two leptons l1 and l2 and the condition /ET > 50 GeV imposed,

then a proper reconstruction of the invariant mass mA0 can be achieved (see Fig. 10). A

substantial improvement of the S/B ratio is also gained. Finally, the H0 mass can be

estimated from the A0 and Z boson 4-vectors.
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Figure 10: Left: the number of events in function of the distance !R between the two leptons not
assigned to the Z, after applying the A(l31) and CZ cuts. Right: the number of events in function
of the reconstructed mass of A0 using the leptons 4-vectors and the missing ET after applying the
additional CA cut (which require !R < 1.2). Both figures correspond to an integrated luminosity
of 30 fb!1. The markers show a hypothetical event excess for this luminosity.

4.4 g(b/b) ! (t/t)H± ! W!(b/b)W+A0

The previous analysis shows that, for the benchmark point BP2, a discovery could be made

after a few inverse femtobarns of integrated luminosity together with the identification of

two neutral Higgs bosons H0 and A0. However, in order to fully determine the structure

of an extended scalar sector, it is also crucial to observe a charged Higgs boson. In the

M2HDM, we expect it to be nearly degenerate in mass with H0 as a consequence of the

twisted custodial symmetry.

The associated production of a charged Higgs with a top quark, g(b/b) ! (t/t)H±

(see Fig. 11), is in general considered as a challenging channel at the LHC. The discovery

potential strongly depends on tan", the mass of the charged Higgs boson and the considered

decay mode. However, at variance with models such as the MSSM, the M2HDM o"ers the

– 25 –

A0 ! !+!!

fb!1



PROCESS

Crucial to identify an extended 
Higgs sector

Again,                           and the 
taus decay leptonically

Difficult SM background (ttZ 
and WWWjj)

Discovery is only possible at 
very high luminosity     

A0 ! !+!!

g(b/b)! (t/t)H± !W!(b/b)W+A0possibility for the H± to decay into W±A0. Its observation would therefore be a very strong

evidence that the scalar sector originates from the M2HDM. We consider this possibility in

the benchmark point BP2. To normalize the expected signal, we use the NLO prediction

for the charged Higgs production cross section from Ref. [79], i.e., 465 fb.

b

t

t

b

W!

H+

A0

W+

Figure 11: Representative Feynman diagram for the gb ! tH+ ! W+W!bA0 process.

As in the previous analysis, we focus exclusively on the decay A0 ! !+!! where the

!+!! pair decays into e±µ". Despite the fact the total signal cross section is reduced

by almost two orders of magnitude compared to the A0 ! bb case, a strong reduction of

the background is foreseen if one of the W bosons decays leptonically. The considered

final state is therefore l±jjbe±µ" + /ET . If the light quark pair comes from the W boson

produced in the charged Higgs decay, the resulting jets tend to be collinear due to the large

boost. As a consequence, they might not be resolved but merged into a single “large” jet

(noted J) by the reconstruction algorithms. We include both possibilities.

The relevant backgrounds are W+W!W±jj, tt(Z/"#), W (Z/"#)jj, Z(Z/"#)jj, and

tW (Z/"#), with j standing for all light and b quarks. The cross sections for the signal

and the considered background processes, as well as the corresponding final states, are

summarized in Tab. 6. For W±/Z + !! + jj and W±W+W!jj, the jets are initially

produced with a minimal PT of 10 GeV, a maximal pseudo-rapidity of 5, and an angular

separation of !R(jj) > 0.1 for the firsts and !R(jj) > 0.2 for the latter. The details of

the decay modes and the corresponding rates are shown in Tab. 6.

In order to increase the S/B ratio, the acceptance cut A(l31, j
2) and the Cb cut are

applied. These are followed by a veto on the presence of a Z boson CZ . The two closest

leptons (l1, l2) with opposite charges and di"erent flavours are assume to come from the

light and boosted pseudoscalar Higgs boson A0, and therefore are required to satisfy the

CA(l1, l2) cut. The relevance of this last cut is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the left-hand

side plot shows the di-lepton invariant mass after applying all cuts except CA(l1, l2). The

relative and total e#ciencies, as well as the visible cross sections for all processes listed in

Tab. 6, are reported in Tab. 7.

A rather low visible signal cross section confirms that this channel is also very chal-

lenging with the unusual H± ! W±A0 decays. However, the S/B ratio of order O(1)

leaves some hope that a charged Higgs could still be discovered after a large integrated

– 26 –

Process Decay (MC) ! ! BR (fb)

(t/t)H± ((t/t) " l̃!b /ET )(H± " (W± " jj)(A " "" " e±µ! /ET ))(b) 0.75

((t/t) " jjb)(H± " (W± " l̃± /ET )(A " "" " e±µ! /ET ))(b)

tt(Z/#") (t " incl.)(t " incl.)(Z/#" " l̃#+ l̃##$ /ET ) 4.5

W (Z/#")jj (W± " l̃± /ET )(Z/#" " l̃#+ l̃##$ /ET )jj 48

Z(Z/#)jj (Z " l
+
l
$
)(Z/#" " l̃#+ l̃##$ /ET )jj 10

(t/t)W (Z/#") (t " incl.)(l± " l̃#+ l̃##$ /ET ) 0.6

W+W$W±jj (W± " l̃± /ET )(W+ " l̃+ /ET )(W$ " l̃$ /ET )jj 13

Table 6: Cross sections of the signal gb " tH± " W!bW+A0 and the relevant background
processes, taking into account leptonic and jet final states considered in the analysis. The notation
l̃ means that the three flavour of leptons are taken into account, and the tau leptons decay into
e or µ. On the contrary, l means that the tau leptons decay inclusively (Z/(Z/#") case). All the
quoted cross sections correspond to the final states in the second column.
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Figure 12: Left: invariant mass distribution of the two closest leptons (with di!erent charges and
flavours) for both signal and background events. Right: two dimensional distribution of events
after A(l31, j

2), Cb, CZ and CA cuts, as a function of the acoplanarity between the sum of collinear
leptons and the hardest non b-tagged jet acoplanarity aco(2l, J), and the third lepton aco(2l, l) .

luminosity (# 300 fb$1). In any case it should be kept in mind that the benchmark point

BP2 is not the most optimistic scenario: a lighter H± associated with a larger tan$ would

sizably increase the production cross section.

In addition, more exclusive discriminant variables could be used to exploit further the

characteristics of the typical topology. As an example, let us consider the fact that the

heaviest particle in the process is the charged Higgs boson with at least twice the mass of

the top quark. As a result, it is typically produced with a small transverse momentum,

giving acoplanar W± and A0 bosons with large boost. This acoplanarity ("% between
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Figure 13: Feynman diagram for the gg ! h0 ! H0H0 ! ZA0ZA0 process.

section and low probability to provide a b-tagged jet. For ZZjj the jets are produced with

a minimal PT of 20 GeV, a maximal pseudo-rapidity of 5 and a !R(jj) > 0.3. The cross

sections for the signal and background processes are given in Tab. 8

Process Decay (MC) ! (fb)

ZAZA (Z ! l+l!)(Z ! l"+l"!)bbbb 3.2

ZZjj (Z ! l+l!)(Z ! l"+l"!)jj 16

ttZ (t ! l̃+b /ET ))(t ! l̃!b /ET ))(Z ! l̃+ l̃!) 3.5

Table 8: List of processes considered in the analysis of the ZA0ZA0 channel. The notation l
means that only electron and muons are considered. If the notation l̃ is used instead, all flavours
are included and the taus are decayed in e or µ.

In order to increase the ratio of the S/B ratio, the acceptance cut A(l40, j
2) and the Cb

cut are applied. The e"ciency of the Cb is assumed to be the same as for single b quark

induced jets. We then apply C2Z cut, where the invariant mass of the two pairs of same-

flavour leptons are the closest to the actual Z mass. The relative and total e"ciencies for

all processes listed in Tab. 8, as well as their visible cross sections, are reported in Tab. 9.

The visible cross section around 0.3 fb and a S/B ratio close to 3 suggest that, using only

the simple discriminant variables described here above, the evidence of such a signal could

be reached with a total integrated luminosity smaller than 30 fb!1.

ZAZA ZZjj tt̄Z

A(l40, j
2) (%) 27 11 18

Cb (%) 50 7.9 54

C2Z (%) 72 75 4.1

"tot (%) 9.6 0.63 0.4

!vis (fb) 0.32 0.1 0.014

Table 9: Relative e"ciencies (in percent) for each cut presented in the text. Combined e"ciencies
and resulting visible cross sections after all cuts are also shown.
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Figure 14: Left: the di!erence "MH between mh0 and the mean of mH0 after A(l40, j
2), Cb and

C2Z cuts. Right: invariant masses of the pseudoscalar H0 bosons (two entries per event). The
markers show a hypothetical event excess for this luminosity.

After application of the reviewed “standard” cuts, the S/B ratio could be further

improved by applying a more sophisticated cut, taking advantage of the fact that invariant

mass of the h0 can, in principle, be fully reconstructed. First, the two H0 masses are

reconstructed, each from one Z and one jet (which for the signal, has to be understood as

the single jet induced by the A0 boson decay), such that the di!erence between the two

possible H0 mass combinations must be minimal and smaller than 100 GeV. Furthermore,

the mass di!erence between the h0 candidate directly reconstructed from the sum of all

4-vectors of the four leptons and the two jets, and the mean of H0 candidate masses, must

be smaller than 400 GeV. The relevance of this cut is illustrated in Fig. 14 where the

left-hand side plot shows the distribution of signal and background events as a function of

the di!erence between mh0 and the mean of mH0 , after applying all other cuts. The S/B

ratio could be easily increased up to 5, to the price of a lower signal visible cross section

(by roughly 30%).

The distribution of the H0 reconstructed mass for the events passing all cuts is also

shown in Fig. 14. It illustrates the possibility to measure this parameter with the simple

algorithm described above. The resolution could certainly be improved as well as the

signal significance if a proper jet reconstruction with an optimal cone size and the tracker

information were taken into account. The determination of the invariant mass of the

pseudoscalar A0 could also be attempted.

Note however that the conclusions of this section has to be interpreted with some

caution since b-tagging e#ciency and jet kinematics have to be re-evaluated when two soft

and/or collinear b-induced jets are merged into one jet. This question can only be precisely

addressed with a proper full simulation of detector e!ects.

5. Conclusion

We have examined a minimal extension of the SM scalar sector based on natural symme-
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